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1.Give and take  

Give and take, give and take 

Your progress you can make 

Without giving you can't bake  

Rationality, fair play is fake  

Give, people will come to lake; 

Give and take is law of nature  

So, it is not a negative culture  

Every action has opposite reaction  

By giving, you can expect action  

Give and take should be in rotation. 

 

2.Give and take is like third law of motion  

Every action has equal and opposite reaction  

Habit of give and take always keep in motion 

For survival in world, don't forget it till cremation  

Without give and take some problems have no solution  

In life give and take will help you to control tension; 

When you give, you draw others attention  

To be friendly, you will get quick permission  

So, to the habitat of give and take show no hesitation  

For success in life, give and take is a good combination  

Without giving if you only take, you will lose the direction  

Apply the trick of give and take in life with determination. 

 

3.Give and take part of the game  

Every rung in the ladder takes our weight  

But to say thank you we always forget  

If you don't give, one day you will regret  

You will miss you path, goal and regret  

Even to get love, you must care your pet; 

In give and take there is no shame  

It is part of our family life's game  

In society without giving you are lame 

You are foolish, if you try to tame 

For your failure, you yourself to blame. 
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4.Permutation-combination  

When to pray God, we give him respect  

In return something we always expect  

At least our expectation is better prospect  

Our give and take attitude we never distract  

From our mindset give and take we can't subtract; 

God also follow his universal laws of motion  

Realising it, to temples people give good donation  

By giving, they want to take own problem's solution  

The universe exists only through universal gravitation  

For success, give and take is the only permutation-combination. 

 

5.Simple living  

Simple living can make life easy going  

Small thing you get become satisfying 

A little progress can make you smiling  

For failures you will not start crying  

In greed and hunger, you are not dying; 

Simple living will not lower your dignity  

But peace and happiness will be in vicinity  

Never in life you will try to sale your integrity  

With truth you will be capable to stand with solidarity  

Simple living will strengthen your honesty. 
 

6.Dream big  

Always dream very big 

To get gold we must did 

It's not easy like wearing a wig  

But it should not be like pig 

No liquid gold without rig; 

For success dreams are important  

But planning is more significant  

To make it real you must be prudent  

Every small step is pertinent  

Without work it dream will become silent. 
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7.If you can't travel to the moon  
If you can't travel to the moon  
Visit great wall in China soon  
Look at the sky on full moon night  
From moon also great wall is bright  
Enjoy as if now you're on moon right; 
If you can't swim across the Pacific Ocean  
Swim across the channel in summer season  
To show your capability this can be a reason  
When you are angry, do show your emotion  
Silence will always give you better solution; 
If you can't climb a tall tree in the forest  
Look to the birds from the homely resort  
You will enjoy the singing of the parrot  
During travel if you lose your passport  
To the nearest police station quickly report; 
If you can't drive a motor car of your choice 
Higher a vehicle for the journey and rejoice  
The food in a five-star hotel is also same  
Eating on roadside don't think you're lame 
For your unhappy thoughts, no one is to blame; 
To enjoy life, always no need to have the best 
When tired of work, any bed comfortable to rest 
A hungry stomach doesn’t bother for good taste  
Thank God for the beautiful things he has given  
Enjoy with it today, tomorrow is always uncertain. 
 

8.I am nothing  
In the universe, I am nothing  
Every moment life is diminishing  
Only for some time I am shining  
With family and friends smiling  
To welcome grave is silently waiting; 
In the world we are like a soap bubble  
To live longer always struggle  
But in a moment, we may tumble  
So, in life always be nice and humble  
Even in a bubble, rainbow is visible. 
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9.Superiority complex breeds ego  

Superiority complex breeds ego  

To respect others feeling we forgo  

Ego is always a down fall logo  

Achievements will become long time ago 

As if you lost road in jungles of Congo; 

Ego and superiority complex destroy man 

People quickly lost all well-wishers and fan 

With ego no one can accept his mistake 

To repeat it superiority complex will dictate  

Soon you will be in the arrogance basket; 

Never insult anyone as inferior creature  

Everyone has unique purpose in nature  

In life superiority complex is bad culture  

Life's beautiful journey it can puncture  

Superiority complex and ego spoils dossier. 

 

10.Inferiority complex push to jealousy  

Inferiority complex make us jealous  

In life jealousy is always hazardous  

Jealousy can breed hate story dangerous  

It will spoil your happiness precious  

To stop inferiority complex be serious; 

You are not inferior to anybody else  

Comparisons can worse your case  

Always strengthen your own base  

With confidence, your goal you chase  

Ignore with smile, if someone try to tease. 
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11.Soul  

Body, mind, knowledge and wisdom  

All together is the soul's kingdom  

Without soul life has no real value  

Where the soul exists, no one has clue 

But respect every soul and give his due; 

You can't separate soul from your life 

Soul is always like an inseparable wife  

No one can kill your soul with sharp knife  

soul is our real identity immortal, infinite  

Listen to your soul, life will fly like kite. 

 

12.IK IK Syndrome  

I know, I know is hindrance to learning  

You will be busy only in money earning  

Learning is a continuous process  

Only learn and unlearn can give success 

To know new things with others, discuss; 

In learning IK IK syndrome is big hindrance 

To be a good learner, one needs persistence  

In acquiring knowledge, I know gives resistance  

With IK IK syndrome failure is not a coincidence  

To acquire knowledge, keep IK IK syndrome at distance. 

 

13.Praise  

Some one's good job always praise   

If he is wrong, your voice you must raise  

Support friends during their bad days 

Accompany them, when bills they pays  

Praising others will bring for you good rays; 

Appreciating others is a good quality  

But it should be done with sincerity  

Praising for vested interest lower integrity  

When you praise, show with him solidarity  

Always praise from heart and with dignity. 
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14.Impartiality  

Impartiality is always myth  

Partiality is everywhere right  

Our own religion is very bright  

For our caste he will fight  

To our village he will show light; 

For our children we do partiality  

With wife we show blind solidarity  

We are partial even in our charity  

Nations are not fiefdom of equality  

Partiality is universal truth and reality. 

 

15.If you are a gay  

If you are a gay 

For you night is day 

Different is your way  

You don't see nature's ray 

Dislike to swim in the bay; 

Nature made you unnatural  

To your own gene you are cruel  

You don't want to make it plural  

Your gene can't go to your funeral 

In society you are like the vowel. 

 

16.Lesbianism  

Lesbians rights are now legally protected  

From society they can't be legally ejected  

In some societies they are still rejected  

People insult them when they are detected  

With same sex marriage society is infected; 

Psychiatrist say, lesbians not unnatural  

There are some lesbians who play duel  

But to lesbians many people are cruel  

Many lesbians are successful jewel  

Yet in the nature lesbianism not natural. 
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17.Control your mind 

Control your fickle mind 

Destination you will find 

Uncontrolled mind is unkind  

Any direction it flies with wind  

Learn, how your mind you can bind; 

Uncontrolled mind is speeding car 

It can't travel safely very far  

Any moment it can make accident  

So, controlling though is important  

Who can't control mind, are ignorant. 

 

18.Choose good companion for success  

If you wish to be a champion  

Always choose good companion  

Friends influence with their opinion  

Bad companion will do goal distortion  

With them, you will take wrong direction; 

Good companion motivates to achieve goal  

Through team spirit they inspire your soul  

They will pull you whenever you fall  

During sadness, they will certainly call 

In success, friend’s contribution is not small. 

 

19.Avoid negative people  

When you avoid negative people  

Your life becomes easy and simple  

Every move you need not dribble  

You can avoid too many trouble  

With negative though you don't cripple; 

Avoid negative people for success  

Every morning you will see progress  

Your mind's garden will be full of roses  

You will be determined to fulfil wishes  

Soon you will be at top with new dresses. 
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20.You will not live here forever  

Majority of people think they will not die  

In the journey of life to everyone they lie  

To amassing money, wealth they always try  

In the world of greed, falsehood they fly  

But when the end comes, they loudly cry; 

Death is ultimate truth we must remember  

We are not going to stay in world forever  

Today's king, tomorrow may become beggar  

So, your money and wealth for good cause share 

In the last journey, people will give respect rare. 

 

21.In the midnight  

In the darkest midnight  

In the soft bed everything is right  

Hard battle two souls’ fight  

To make their future bright  

They become tired in morning light; 

Nothing is indecent in the bed 

The surrounding is already dead 

With emotions faces become red 

For future life, eggs should be laid  

To fertilize male-female union is made. 

 

22.Root cause of India's problems  

Root cause is population explosion  

With it we can't find any solution  

Poverty will remain as India's humiliation  

There will not be control of pollution  

The nation needs child birth restriction; 

Flood, unemployment all are secondary  

Population control in India is primary  

Development will remain as tantalus cup 

To become developed nation, we can't jump 

For India population is cancerous lump. 
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23.To weak, nature don't care  

The life in earth is not fair  

So, our wealth we don't share 

To weak, nature don't care 

Survival of weakest is rare 

No one listen distress prayer; 

To survive we become selfish  

Otherwise any time we may perish  

Everyday weaker species diminish  

In hostile we have to fill our dish  

No one wishes, his life should extinguish. 

 

24.The road ahead 

The road ahead is not to afraid Corona  

The WHO protocol has lot of lacuna  

The time is now to learn self defence  

Herd immunity will fight the offence  

Individual will give to virus own resistance; 

All bans, restrictions should be lifted  

To us, our old good days should be gifted  

No new protocol should be drafted  

New lockdown must be resisted  

Fear psychosis from society to be evicted. 

 

25.Let's cheer  

O' my friend dear 

For Corona don't fear 

Again, move on top gear 

The road ahead is clear  

No need to look rear; 

The past doesn’t need repair  

Future is very near  

Enjoy sweet pear 

With friends’ drink beer 

Together let's cheer. 
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26.For our loss no one will regret  

One day in future people will forget  

For our loss no one will regret  

They will have their own target  

Costly will be their own budget  

We are out through hit wicket; 

Time has put barrier and picket  

We all are bound to listen dictate  

Whole humanity is now necked  

Soon the time will change and rotate 

But by that time empty will be our basket. 

 

27.Life is not virtual  

Life is not virtual  

It is always actual  

There is no free meal  

We need survival deal 

Otherwise, hunger will kill; 

Virtual life makes us lonely  

Meet and hug friends rarely  

We can't move forward boldly  

Living is time pass only  

Better live life really. 

 

28.World mental health day  

Mantel health is equally important  

For life body and mind both pertinent  

When body and mind you synchronise  

In the morning confidently you can rise 

When mental health is good, you are wise; 

Celebrate world mental health day  

To the mentally ill distribute hope and ray  

Don't ignore depression of your mind 

Discuss with doctor, solution you will find 

To the mentally retreated always be kind. 
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29.Still scope to make life better  

And life flows like this 

Epidemic, pandemic  

Flood, earthquake  

Volcano and tsunami  

But never stopped for a moment  

Civilization move on with faster speed 

Fire, wheel, electricity and computer  

All the discoveries to make life better  

The wars failed to stop the moment  

Celeron, Pentium, dual processor  

Moving in tandem with expanding universe  

Every setback mankind faced with courage  

Yet poverty is still throughout the globe  

Hungry people are forced to move  

Discrimination, racial or gender  

Still roam in the society together  

However, in the graveyard same cry 

Reality is that one day everyone will die  

By instinct life and death will flow forever  

There is still scope to make world better. 

 

30.Our lifestyle has changed  

Happy at our lifestyle change  

Husband-wife together we manage  

We may be confined in two rooms cage  

But wild geese we need not chase  

Home is now our bonding base; 

From mind, party times we erase 

In life that was a different page 

Beauty of those days now we can gauge  

The time has forced us to a new phase 

In the family life we are feeling amaze. 
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31.Be bold to withstand pressure  

If you can withstand the pressure  

You are capable to find treasure  

Your efforts time will rightly measure  

Success will give you enough pleasure  

Beautiful life you will enjoy in leisure; 

Pressure helps rice to boil quickly  

The pressure of of work deal smartly  

In life problems will always be in plenty  

Play it like the cricket match of county  

Never allow pressure to make mind dirty; 

Pressure change coal into diamond  

But diamond is not everywhere found  

Coal has to withstand pressure around  

Then only as diamond coal is crowned  

Only on time, pressure cooker makes sound. 

 

32.Part of humanity  

Religion, politics are part of humanity  

Without mankind they don't have identity  

With mankind they must go with solidarity  

So, goal of religion, politics must be unity  

Tolerance needed to accept the diversity; 

Without human values world is animal kingdom  

Survival of fittest will rule the earth's fiefdom  

No need of society, law because of absolute freedom  

Killing others for survival will be only wisdom 

Requirement of religion, politics will be seldom. 
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33.Departure of friend is painful  

Departure of a friend is always painful  

The time we spend with him was joyful  

To take our care good friends are careful  

Best friends remain in heart and respectful  

Forgetting the help of friends is sinful; 

Friends will come and friends will go 

Your hospitality to friend today please do 

Tomorrow he may be busy and say no 

Circumstance may made him your foe  

To cruel death, without meeting he may bow. 

 

34.Take care of old friendship today  

Today take care of your friend  

Tomorrow maybe you’re the-end  

A gratitude message today send  

Put forward your helping hand  

Meeting at graveyard is bad trend; 

Small ego may make friends separate  

After his departure no point in regret  

The small difference today please forget  

Smile with him and play friendly cricket  

To join broken friendship today is target. 

 

35.Friends can make life comedy  

Not having good friend is tragedy  

Only friends can make our life comedy  

Friends support to hold when air is windy  

During a journey, friends are always handy  

Without friend life is desert like sandy; 

Friend will give an umbrella on rainy day  

In the dark night with torch will show ray 

True friend will never ask your monthly pay 

Will never put hindrance on your rosy way  

Your good qualities to others they say. 
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36.Migration  

History of human civilization is migration  

It can't be changed checking immigration  

Through centuries people migrate for food  

For survival of mankind, migration is good  

Migrants can change productivity mood; 

Once there was no nation and boundary  

To protect resources man made country  

Now, many people have to remain hungry  

Passport, visa failed to stop movement  

One world needed for civilization's improvement. 

 

37.Life 

A beautiful refined place for body and mind 

For every living thing, life may not be kind 

But in the morning for all a new day it unwind  

Where pain or pleasure of life we have to find 

With life comes, our death warrant duly signed; 

Life is soft, fragile, uncertain but it is beautiful  

So, make your life always better and cheerful  

To others or your own life do nothing harmful  

In world to make life happy, resources are plentiful  

Smile and move on, life will become wonderful. 

 

38.Better half  

You are the wisest, kindest, most beautiful person  

So, with love, I stand by you during all the season  

For me our beautiful sweet home is not like a prison  

Discussing with you, I find all my problems solution  

Your love and affection are my successful life's reason; 

Your smile is the inspiration in the darkest night  

So, with confidence next morning I can fight  

When you accompany me, my day become bright  

You are my child's mother, the torch with light  

O' my better half, I always accept you are right. 
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39.We must give resistance  

The river has its usual flow 

The sun has not lost its glow  

But world economy become slow  

The poor people got a big blow  

Totally changed our daily show; 

Uncertain our temporary existence  

Yet we must give our resistance  

With masks cover some more distance  

For survival mankind need persistence  

Civilization always faces tough hindrance. 

 

40.International Day of Rural Women  

They work hard to feed their children  

Yet their contribution remains hidden  

Rural women carry maximum burden  

But bloom as flowers of forest garden  

Due to poor healthcare, death is sudden; 

For family they sacrifice everything  

After feeding children, remain nothing  

With smile starts next day's counting  

Quietly ignore husband's shouting  

Every morning they start survival fighting; 

Move to paddy field after household work  

For road construction break hard rock 

But their education the rural society lock 

During old age their boats hit the dock  

Totally deprived is rural women flock.  

(15 October is International Day for Rural Women) 
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41.Empathy  

Always don't try to show your sympathy  

For better understanding we need empathy  

When we see the situation with others eye 

To our judgemental approach we say bye  

To feel the pain through others heart, try; 

Sympathy is skin deep, empathy is deeper  

When you listen with own ears, voice is clear  

The batsman only knew how difficult was the ball  

But from galleries it is easy to give experts call  

In comparison to sympathy, empathy is very tall. 

 

42.Kati Bihu, an Assamese Festival  

During flood, people struggle for survival  

The water gives inspiration for revival  

The green paddy fields make people jovial  

The festival of Kati Bihu is always social  

Eating of citrus fruits in field is historical; 

People pray to God for safety of cultivation  

If crop is damaged, they will be in starvation  

Flood had already done too much of devastation  

The sky lamp in the field will welcome a better tomorrow  

Looking at golden rice, people will forget their sorrow.  

(Kati Bihu is an Assamese Festival celebrated when paddy fields 

become dark green in the month of October. It is a festival of 

GREENERY) 

43.Apple polish 

If you do apple polish  

You can avoid anguish  

Your bad points will vanish  

With promotion you will flourish  

Without apple polish, you will perish; 

Apple polish is golden rule of promotion  

Only with good work never expect elevation  

One mistake will all good jobs dilution  

No one will give value to your emotion  

In apple polish don't do any hesitation. 
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44.Hesitation pushes to limitation  

Don't make your companion hesitation  

In every walk of life, you will see limitation  

To face challenges, you will lose determination  

For fear of defeat you will quickly go to hibernation  

Instead of success, you will face humiliation; 

Hesitation is hindrance for forward movement  

With courage and confidence face every situation  

Don't allow hesitation to make your mind's pollution  

Without hesitation work for the best solution. 

 

45.Don't worry about result  

Give attention to your work  

Don't think about the result  

The result is in uncertain future  

Before starting, if you think about puncture  

You will be afraid to move further; 

Plant the tree without thinking about fruit  

First try to strengthen its root  

One day some kids will come with boot 

By that time, you may not be there  

But the tasty fruits they will remember; 

Performing the job with satisfaction is best 

After completion, with smile take rest 

Bother for your report card least  

The result is in others hand to test  

Enjoy your evening with friends and guest. 

46.Make someone happy today  

Make someone happy today  

Don't wait for his birthday  

You may be sick on that day  

No need to wait till weekend  

Keep it free for your girlfriend; 

Today is the best time to make someone happy  

Tomorrow the journey may be tough and bumpy  

When you see happiness in others face 

For your happy tomorrow it builds base 
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47.Think reality  

Think only of things you want in reality  

Work with planning to make it certainty  

Reality is always continuous discontinuity  

It is also a discontinuous continuity  

To achieve reality, you need integrity; 

Don't think imaginary things, you can't make 

Your life and peace of mind it will break  

When you dream, you must make it real  

Otherwise whole life, defeated you will feel  

Make your dream real with determination and zeal. 

 
48.Red rose  

Red roses are really awesome  
Among flowers they are handsome  
The colour is beautiful and bright  
For signals also the red colour is right 
But in football red is tight; 
Red rose garden is mind blowing  
The beauty and fragrance are ever flowing  
The gift of red rose is always exciting  
Beautiful wall hanging is red rose painting  
To present girlfriend red rose is fascinating. 
 

49.Extramarital love gives pain  
Wherever you go, my shadow will follow  
Even a single moment you can't forget  
My absence every moment you will regret  
To unite with me will be your only target  
You will never try to fill your empty pocket; 
I loved you from my heart with sincerity  
Never I doubted your love and integrity  
In every walk of life, I accompanied with honesty  
But you are attracted by by extramarital love  
Now whole life with regret and alone you move. 
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50.We start life with a time bomb  
We all start our journey in the womb  
But we start life with a time bomb  
No one knows when the bomb will explode  
Only time and destiny know the code 
With billion dollars, explosion you can't hold; 
Sometimes it explodes too early in childhood  
To family and friends, the shock becomes rude  
Sometimes it explodes too late but gives lot of pain  
But uncertainty over explosion time always remain  
The final journey even best doctors can't retain. 
 

51.Beggar has no choice  
Beggar has no choice  
They speak in low voice 
No one beg for fun 
To meet hunger, some take gun 
Snatching money some people run; 
But some are professional beggar  
For society they create danger  
They are not happy meeting hunger  
Sometimes they become burglar 
Begging as profession is easier. 

 
52.Blessings of beggars  
Blessings of beggars is like fair and lovely  
The blessings never work on people timely  
So, it is better to ignore those wisely  
Blessings had never worked for me properly  
Otherwise I would have become billionaire surely; 
Fair and lovely has not made all users fair enough  
Even with so much of blessings my life is very tough  
Had blessings worked properly, I will be Bill  
I could have found software, viruses to kill 
With so much blessings, life's journey is stiff hill. 
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53.Smile and smile  
Even under the mask smile and smile 
Though the present situation is fragile  
If you stop smiling, it can become habit  
So, from your smiling face don't debit  
Even if no one can see, always repeat; 
Flowers are smiling in garden as usual  
The animal and butterfly are still casual  
Soon masks will become past ritual  
We will again become animal social  
Carry on practice of smiling as trial. 
 

54.No solution  
From time immemorial killing is the rule  
Killing dissenting people considered cool 
Killing to save our boundary is not crime  
Killing people in enemy territory is prime 
Killing is always fair during war time; 
Killing is justified in Ramayana, Mahabharata  
Killing in Karbala is the essence of Muhammad  
Sometimes for religion, sometimes for nation  
To kill people always open man's killing option  
To prevent man killing man has no solution. 
 

55.When the mind is quiet  
When the mind is quiet 
Bad thought can't bite  
You can think right  
The divine show the light  
You can overcome your plight; 
Quiet mind finds new idea  
But don't disclose it to media 
Media will make idea's dilution  
Incubate your innovation  
You will find patentable solution. 
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56.To achieve goals be truthful  
To achieve goals, be humble and truthful  
Though the journey may be very painful  
Even if you fail, you will not become sinful  
Your approach to reach goal not wilful  
To your soul, you will not be shameful; 
To achieve goal, be trustworthy and dutiful  
But to anyone never ever become harmful  
To achieve goals, opportunities are plentiful  
So, with people and situations be playful  
Even if you can't win, the game will be beautiful. 
 
57.Broiler chicken  
God created man and woman and ordered to multiply  
To feed man now, broiler chicken God supply  
Cruelty to animals, to broiler chicken doesn't apply  
Survival of the fittest will also be God's easy reply  
Without broiler chicken, meat will be in short-supply; 
For man, broiler chicken is not a living creature  
So, broiler chicken can withstand any torture  
Broiler chicken born and die without any future  
When gained weight, man send them to butcher  
God also wishes broiler chicken should not live longer. 
 

58.I am a powerful being  

I am a powerful being  

I will achieve great thing 

I have heard God's ring  

To fly, I will open my wing 

The trophy, I will bring; 

I am powerful, so I am cool  

I will follow the path of rule  

I am magnetic to attract trust  

All my opponents will bite dust  

I am determined, my win is must. 
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59.When she said no 
When she said you no 
Take your way and go 
Never try to tow  
Otherwise she will become foe 
Don't make self-esteem low; 
When she said no, it is final  
She will not go for any trial  
The news soon will be viral  
Your actions will be anti-social  
Hundred number she will dial; 
When she said no, don't send gift  
It will widen mistrust and rift  
Better your location you shift  
To you slowly she may drift  
Don't take action too swift; 
When she said no, don't look back  
To move out, quickly do your pack  
Clean your relationship rack  
Her Facebook don't try to hack  
On your birthday she will bring cake. 
 

60.For survival time tested theme  

Give and take is religious teaching  

People say it has God's blessing 

Every one benefited from harnessing  

It has developed from the barter system  

For survival, it is time tested theme; 

You pay to buy daughter's favourite doll  

The joy you see on her face is not small  

All relationships strengthen on this call 

Without gift you can't celebrate X-mas well  

Santa also comes will gift ringing his bell. 
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61.Cloud without rain  

Your knowledge and skills may be priceless  

If you don't utilise it for mankind, it is useless  

People will believe your claims are baseless  

To utilise your knowledge effectively be restless  

Without use, your cooking skill is forever tasteless; 

Don't allow your knowledge and skills to rust 

To sharpen it, frequent utilisation is must 

Otherwise at the hour of need, your skill you can't trust  

When you distribute knowledge, you equally gain  

Knowledge not distributed is cloud without rain. 

 

62.Action is better than reaction  

Action is always superior than reaction  

Only action can determine your direction  

Reaction comes with too many reservation  

Action is for a result or to find solution  

Reaction comes to change the situation; 

In life it is necessary to be active, not reactive  

Reactive actions can never become distinctive  

If you think too much about reaction, you can't act 

For your failure in life, this is also a true fact 

Act now and deal with all reactions with tact. 
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